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Celebrating resilience,
preparing for regeneration
Dear members,
It’s been a challenging year. But when we
put the call out for your news for this
Circular, we were ﬁlled with hope by the
positive stories we received, proving once
again that ecovillages are hubs of resilience even in the hardest of times. We
hope you enjoy reading the stories from
your fellow members, but ﬁrst we want to
share just few of the many things worth
celebrating this year from the Secretariat
and around the network:
• You welcomed dozens of young people
into your communities through ESC programmes, opening up pathways into sustainable living for many of them
• You innovated, with many of you running
online tours of your communities or offering online courses as we all quickly had to
shift to new ways of interacting with the
wider world
• We launched Connect and Create, an
interactive learning journey where dozens
of participants from all over the world
took their ﬁrst steps towards ecovillage
creation
• We went from having to cancel our gathering - our main source of unrestricted
income - to creating a vibrant, incredibly
interactive event for 300 people that several attendees described as the ‘best
online event they’d ever been to’
• Irish members Cloughjordan Ecovillage
celebrated 20 years of community, and
were awarded funding for their community farm

• The Danish ecovillage network, in collaboration with GEN Ukraine, ran the Sustainability and Resilience festival, supported by the Danish Ministry of Foreign
affairs - an encouraging sign of institutional recognition for the value of ecovillage wisdom
• With The Great Relation ﬁlms, we
launched the documentary ﬁlmed at our
last gathering, Communities of Hope,
which has now been seen by over 20,000
people, translated into 9 languages
(including Chinese and Vietnamese!), and
shown in screenings from France to
Turkey!
• We launched a website setup service for
our members to help you improve your
outreach
• We welcomed Ecodorp Boekel as our
newest member - an incredibly exciting
and innovative project that’s getting recognition from institutions and the public
for its big vision. We also welcomed Borgo
Basino, SignEcoVillage, Ananda Assisi,
and Zeměsouznění as aspiring members
- we’re glad to have you in the family!
...and so much more. It’s hard to capture
the many wonderful things that happen
around the network every day (we love it
when you tell us!), from the eco-building
to the educational visits, from another
day of successful organic growing to a
well-attended EDE. It all matters.
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We know it’s also been a very tough year for our members, too: many of you will have been dealing with
ﬁnancial shortfall and uncertainty about the future,
and worry about the wellbeing of your community
and loved ones. And all this in the backdrop of continued climate emergency, of deep inequality and
racism being thrust into the spotlight, and the many
ongoing and convergent crises the planet faces.
We’re all having to be brave, innovative, creative and
resilient. And so we must look again to each other and
remind ourselves that we are a network, and ask ourselves: what does that mean? Why have we chosen to
create a network - and to stay in it? Why have we
chosen not to walk a solitary path as our own community, but rather weave a web of mutual support
between communities near and far? How can we best
serve one another for resilience and regeneration?
We also need to ask ourselves this as an organisation
here at the secretariat. How can we best serve our
members to serve each other, as a true network? How
can we offer support and resources to keep ecovillages connected and learning from one another, as well
as opening the path of community living to new
groups and individuals? We keep asking ourselves
these questions to keep us on the right track, and
please remember that as a member you’re always
welcome to contact us to let us know your thoughts,
or join a working group to help steer us.
For 2021, we need a network that is resilient, and one
that is regenerative, creating new and brighter things.
You are that network. We are that network. Let’s keep
working to create something better and more hopeful, together.
In community,
The GEN Europe Secretariat team
PS: We want to help you navigate these challenging
times as best we can. Please take a few minutes to ﬁll
in our membership survey to let us know what you’d
like to see from GEN Europe.
https://bi.gen-europe.org/membership-survey-2020/
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Korogonas Ark, Greece

A year for learning, high consciousness,
truth seeking and action
By maria a. angeli
With joy and gratitude we have been embracing the sacredness of life in
Korogonas Ark, Greece during the current planetary crisis.
Sensing the collective agony, we started offering morning meditations for
personal and collective healing and alignment with love and inner power since
last spring.
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- Two resilience retreats took place in the
summer months, one on unity singing
and circle dance and one on holistic
detox, holding a safe, creative and inspiring community space for the people, a
space of respect, mutuality and wholeheartedness. Participants left Korogonas
Ark land of peace rejuvenated and with a
smile upon their face.
- We have also been participating in continuous spiritual meetings every fortnight in the nearest city, which have been
holding a space of high vibration, love
consciousness and integrity, deeply beneﬁcial for the body-mind-soul of every
participant.
- Publishing inspiring texts on-line, writing stories for kids, adults, elderly people
with metaphors and symbolic connotations, offering free spiritual counselling
whenever possible are also initiatives of
ours especially during the times of turmoil.
- Welcoming and guiding volunteers,
welcoming families for short visit/introduction to the whole living in Korogonas
Ark, offering workshops on holistic health,
«the Language of Connection», «the
Hero’s Journey», the power of Sound and
holistic detox, organising numerous
workshops for creative work with kids &
parents, holding women’s circles, as well
as planting many new trees in Korogonas
Ark have also contributed to the regeneration of our psyche and the soul of this
land.
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A great afﬁliation journey has started for
us under the GEN twinning projects
umbrella. We share here a summary of
our experience with Peace Valley,
Australia.

PEACE ARK,
PEACE VALLEY
(AUSTRALIA) &
KOROGONAS ARK
(GREECE):
A Twinning GEN Project for
regeneration & resilience
July-December 2020

Since meeting at the beginning of this
project Joy (Australia) and Maria (Greece)
have really developed a deep soul connection. We are meeting weekly on Zoom
for at least one hour of deep sharing on
life in Peace Valley and Korogonas Ark,
swapping ideas and tools. There has been
some discussion about the COVID situation with strong mutual support being
given. The strength of this growing connection through Zoom technology is
beautiful to experience. We have found
we share many of the same ethics and
values and of course the overall view of
being part of the creation of a future of
peace, harmony and abundance for all
beings. Some of what we have achieved
include the following:
Maria sent material to Peace Valley on
Unity Singing and Circle/Sacred Dance.
This included both general information
and the lyrics, melody and a video of a
particular song.

The original comes from Rhodes Island,
Greece and is a Hebrew women’s ritual on
deep cleansing in the waters of the
Aegean Sea.
Maria has written new lyrics in Greek
which reﬂect on our life path, our reason
for existence and the healing qualities of
pausing and contemplation.
We incorporated this song and dance in a
joint event for the October 2020 full moon
held at Peace Valley, Australia.
Maria taught these live through Zoom to
the women who were at Peace Valley. It
was honouring and deeply connective for
Maria to sing in Greek across the oceans
and those learning the song and dance
found it quite beautiful. Following on Joy
led a Full Moon Ceremony around the ﬁre
which Maria joined with the poem “In
praise of ﬁre” and her harp, which is often
present in the healing, educational and
social initiatives of Korogonas Ark, especially with groups of children and elderly
people.
It was a co-creative celebration where
everyone’s ideas were combined to create
the ceremony. This was a wonderful joining of both projects, in person and
on-line, with full reciprocity. It was so successful that we decided to integrate
follow-up events on future full and new
moons.
Joy shared a detailed text on the
‘Check-In’ process which is an integral
part of life at Peace Valley. Maria has introduced the practice to various small
groups and gatherings at Korogonas Ark
and the broader area of Lakonia prefecture as well as during on-line events with
positive feedback.
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Both community projects co-organised a
joint planting using a technique from
«Humanitree» where a person gets planted in the earth and then following a
short time of meditation and ceremony a
tree is planted in the same space.
Two “intentions trees”, one in each country, are planted to celebrate their twinning
and the common intentions of Peace
Valley and Korogonas Ark, as read during
the ceremony and planted in the earth
with each tree.
Maria has been travelling in Lakonia prefecture, Peloponnese, and also
Athens before COVID restrictions, sharing
peace games, «unity singing &
circle dance» and circle practices with
groups.

We continue our work on personal and
collective empowerment, the regeneration of the land and social structures, plus
taking care of our Self with everyday inner
work, spiritual activism and compassion.
We thank you all for who you are and
what you are offering.
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Start Close In
A poem by David Whyte

“

Start close in,
don’t take the second step
or the third,
start with the first
thing
close in,
the step
you don’t want to take..
Start with
the ground
you know,
the pale ground
beneath your feet,
your own
way to begin
the conversation.
Start with your own
question,
give up on other
people’s questions,
don’t let them
smother something
simple.

To hear
another’s voice,
follow
your own voice,
wait until
that voice
becomes an
intimate
private ear
that can
then
really listen
to another.
Start right now
take a small step
you can call your own
don’t follow
someone else’s
heroics, be humble
and focused,
start close in,
don’t mistake
that other
for your own.
Start close in,
don’t take
the second step
or the third,
start with the first
thing
close in,
the step
you don’t want to take.
From ‘Start Close In’ in ‘River Flow:
New and Selected Poems’
Many Rivers Press © David Whyte
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NEWS FROM

THE HAMEAU
DES BUIS

Located in the south of the Ardèche,
France, the Hameau des Buis has been
inhabited by about 40 people aged from
4 months to 89 years old for about 10
years. It has been a member of GEN
Europe since 2014, and also of the French
national network (Projet Oasis) since its
creation.
This group claims to be a collective that
shares and experiments the path of ecological, social and relational transition. As
we all know, it is not every day simple, but
we are doing our best!
We live in beautiful houses made of straw,
clay and wood, we have a large vegetable
garden, a bakery, a herd of goats, a school
and an associative grocery store.
The year 2020 has been full of adventures,
not always pleasant: like all of you, we
have had to face the coronavirus and containment. Some of us have been sick, but
our elders have valiantly resisted. We also
spent a lot of time in meetings to decide
what to do in the face of a lawsuit, which
we hope to get out of soon without too
much damage, even though we would
have preferred to devote our ﬁnancial
resources to other projects!
Our projects: reducing our ecological
footprint by increasing our rainwater
recovery capacity, producing our energy,
pooling vehicles more, increasing the
social and generational mix of the collective, continuing to welcome European
volunteers.
We receive visitors during our open days,
upon registration: http://hameaudesbuis.org/reservations/, and we will be very
happy to meet you!
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Ecovillages Day at the
Live Cities Forum 2020
in Russia.
By Sergey Dmitriev

GEN Russia (Ecovillage and Ecoinitiatves
Union) has been invited to the Live Cities
Forum 2020 to organize the ‘Ecovillages
Day’ within it’s program. The forum’s
founder Lev Gordon considers ecovillages
as living labs that research and develop
alternative lifestyles, so that experience
and knowledge is also important for any
urban spaces and communities that
want to be live, integral (according to all
Ken Wilber’s ’s maturity levels), and
regenerative. As this summer the forum
was only Zoom-based we easily could
participate and program the day as
follows:
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Yasnaya Sloboda ecovillage reported on their sociocracy experiences and
the Waldorf kindergarten creation. Kins domain settlement Kovcheg
about their village-based school and theater (10+ and 6+ years correspondingly) inception and daily life and Kind Land community presented their advances in various ﬁelds of self-sufﬁciency and community
living and building - Kind Land Festival and the Eco-Traditional-Villages
Sustainable Development Forum.

Kind Land village
and community

Families from the Orphan village Orion and free families village Clear Sky
(‘Chistoe Nebo’) told about their transformational experiences both in
personal and family lives and in their communities’ evolution. Traditional
village Revisioning to transit to a live village community was presented by
active participants of the Verkhny Bereznik Russian North village of
Arkhangelsk region with their international project on Climate-Education
and Youth https://www.facebook.com/climate.education.youth/ and
educational program Eco-stream on forests, perma and traditional cultures https://www.facebook.com/groups/ecometaversity/.

Orphan
village Orion
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Joint session by Andrew McMillion
(Board Member at KVANN) and Igor
Polsky (research and outreach Ecophilosophy project ‘On the Edge’ https://futuref.org/on_the_edge) delivered the
vision of the world’s history as a cooperative process and the biocentric eco-villages with bio-domes https://futuref.org/seeds_of_action_bio_dome as the model
for further sustainable development and
ecological crisis adaptation. Andrey
Krylov presented his overview on successful rural village features, while ‘Agroforestry - let’s do the professional association’ session was organized by Dmitry
Cherepkov, founder and owner at
eco-park ‘Yasno Pole’.

Yasno Pole Eco Park

The closing reﬂection session was guided
by Lev Gordon with sociological remarks
from Igor Zadorin (Zircon Research
Group) on how to scale ecovillages experience and how to meet newcomers of 10
0000 that are estimated to settle on the
land within the nearest years in Russia.
One of the results we’ve got in the end is
just one another intentional community
and one another associate member has
joined GEN Russia.

The day’s program’s creation and moderation were delivered by Dmitry Soloviev
(Kind Land, GEN Russia), Andrey Krylov
(kins domain settlement ‘Krasivaya
Skazka’) and Sergey Dmitriev (GEN
Russia, Back-to-the-land Practices/Communities Researcher).
Meanwhile, as the whole - Live Cities
Forum with its other days dedicated to
ecological topics shows that the agenda
of sustainability and the strongest need
for the deep adaptation to the ecological
crisis is still signiﬁcantly far away from
the mainstream discussion and actions
in Russia, only few scientists and
researchers share this agenda. At the
forum we’ve met Pavel Luksha from
Global Education Futures and Nicole and
Alexander Gratovsky - Dolphin Embassy,
with whom we’ve initiated contacts for
further cooperation as well as to continue
joint events and experience exchange
with Live Cities.

More details about the Living Cities
Russia (the initiative and the forum)
are in the Interview with its
Co-Founder Lev Gordon by Marilyn
Hamilton (Founder of Integral City
Meshworks Inc. and ‘Integral City’
book author)
https://integralcity.com/2017/06/28/living-cities-russia-interview-with-co-founder-lev-gordon/
Sergey Dmitriev, GEN Russia
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CHERNOBYL AND THE NEW ENVIRONMENTAL
PARADIGM. POST-CRISIS HOPE
Essay by Igor Polskiy

"...when shall we be ready to admit that we did
not manage to prevent the catastrophe, that
we are already experiencing it, and that we
urgently need to reconsider the whole strategy and tactics of action in this regard, that the
whole conceptual paradigm of the environmental movement should change?"
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I am in a small village in the south of the
Arkhangelsk region. The catastrophe
here took place a long time ago. The
village lost in the forests is connected
with the civilized world by a shaky hanging bridge and a road supported by lumberjacks. Many residents left, the store
closed, good log houses are gradually rotting and falling apart but life in the village
does not end. The new owners of four
houses plant and sow, keep animals and
repair buildings. The bridge was already
twice broken and taken away by the river
due to deforestation of coastal forests,
electricity is sometimes cut off… But I
have no doubt that people will manage to
live here despite everything like in many
other parts of the globe... You may think
that we are talking about the end of the
world or something like that but this is
not true.

We are talking here about a new hope
which could be called post-crisis or even
post-apocalyptic - the hope that the
chain of generations will not interrupt
and despite the current difﬁcult situation
life will go on in new conditions, in new
social forms and new ecosystems that will
adapt to changes. Perhaps, this crisis is
our opportunity to rethink our way of
living and managing, to create a truly sustainable civilization or something completely new, the name for which has not
yet been invented. But for the latter we
need to survive ﬁrst. The "Chernobyl"
series was released surprisingly on time.
Like an alarm sound and a reminder of
the recent past, it warns us of a possible
future that we have to prevent.
Read the full essay here:
https://futuref.org/chernobyl
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Bio-dome
A Blueprint for a Bio-centric Ecovillage

At a remote village in the Arkhangelsk
region of Russia eco-activists gathered
from all over Europe in March 2020 for
Seeds of Action: Post-Apocalyptic hope
and hopelessness. One of the presentations was Seeds of Hope where a vision for
a bio-centric ecovillage was shared.
After the presentation a working group was
formed for prototyping based on the
bio-dome vision. We agreed to move that
working group to a virtual working group
which you are hereby invited to partake in. The
aim of the online working group is:
1. To make a visual blueprint which can be
shared in relevant groups so that the vision
can be reproduced and evolve into many
forms of actualization.
2. To ensure that the blueprint is a structurally
sound design which as much as possible relies
on local materials and uses as little energy as
possible.
3. To spread the vision to relevant groups (like
the Deep Adaptation network and Eco-village
Networks).
4. Result in one or two concrete locations
where the concept can be tested by 2023.
To learn more about the project, visit
https://futuref.org/seeds_of_action_bio_dome
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Auroville, South India

The Making of our Forests
By Ancolie
“The one who plants trees, knowing that he will never sit in their shade, has at
least started to understand the meaning of life.” — Rabindranath Tagore
The aim of this document is to contribute to reforesting our planet as a means of
slowing down climate change. We would like to be part of a larger project and
share our knowledge providing consultancy and experience to people interested
in afforestation on a global level. Why? Because we have considerable experience
here in Auroville.
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Auroville is a community and international township in South India. It was
endorsed by UNESCO and the Indian Government. It has participants from about
sixty different countries and more than
eighty linguistic groups. We specialize in
reforestation,
water
conservation,
waste-land
regeneration,
and
the
safe-guarding of local traditions.
Auroville is a network of people on the
ground who engage in comparative philosophies and hands-on experimentation.
The community tries to be self-sustaining
with the help of small business units and
educational activities.
When Auroville ﬁrst began in 1968, the
soil was a barren, desert-like piece of land
with only one majestic banyan tree and a
few celestial palmyra trees. This was the
only vegetation for miles. Stretching from
the canyons down into the Bay of Bengal,
the land was completely eroded.
When the monsoon rains transformed
the sea into a bleeding ocean, the pioneers started to build contour bunds out
of earth to keep the water from running
off. By creating bunds, water was prevented from washing into the sea and taking
away the topsoil, containing necessary
nutrients and organic matter for the
growth of vegetation.
One of the oldest functioning bodies in
Auroville is our Forest Group. This group is
not hierarchical and strives to be fully
transparent. It is one of the only groups in
Auroville with a succession of enthusiastic
young dynamic apprentices. It is composed of around seventy people stewarding or living within forty-four different
forest areas. Over time and difﬁcult conditions, we have planted over three million
trees.

Some of our forest stewards had no academic background when they ﬁrst began
the work. They learned by doing. Others
studied in universities to gather knowledge and share their ﬁndings.
Today most of our forest stewards are
highly knowledgeable on a practical level.
Here in Auroville, we say that ‘Afforestation
and water conservation go hand in hand’.
Contour bunding around a designated
piece of land retains the soil, allowing
primary vegetation to grow, which paves
the way for other species to survive, as a
microclimate is created which reduces
temperatures considerably and eventually transforms the climate.
Several pioneer species which can adapt
to barren areas in this region have been
identiﬁed and are planted in the initial
stages of afforestation in the region. These
are usually deciduous and provide the
conditions for evergreen trees to survive.
Evergreen species provide considerable
cooling effects and are observed to be
much more resilient to strong winds than
less adapted species. Today we work
almost exclusively with native species.

Auroville is a
laboratory of
experimentation.
It is a seed bank for the whole bioregion,
and for India and South East Asia. Auroville
is now the largest seed bank in Tamil Nadu
and thanks to Google maps, Auroville is
shown to be the densest afforested area in
the state.
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Thanks to this work, we now have three
types of wildcats, porcupines, boars, deer,
fox, jackals, leopards, and monitor lizards.
Outreach consultancy work has been
done not only in our bioregion, but also in
the Tibetan communities of India, and
areas in Gujarat, Kenya, Haiti and other
parts of the world.
We have also inspired Indians from
abroad to come back to India to take up
afforestation in other arid areas.
Paul Blancheﬂower, one of our hard working botanists, created the Auroville Botanical Gardens, which is highly-acclaimed in
South India. Paul had the good fortune to
work in Findhorn with Alan Watson
Featherstone. Alan is an extraordinary
man, who in 1986, initiated Trees For Life ,
reforesting the Caledonian area of Scotland. He has planted over 1.5 million trees
and has dedicated his life to the forests of
Scotland and the world. He is an inspirational speaker, ecologist and a wonderful
nature photographer and has a beautiful
vision of the world. We share that vision in
Auroville, as well.
Alan came to Auroville many years ago
and was inspired by our work in India,
which led him to found Trees for Life in
Scotland. This is how the inspirational
message spreads: by doing and inspiring
others with our work.

A tree says: A kernel is hidden in me, a
spark, a thought, I am life from eternal
life. The attempt and the risk that the
eternal mother took with me is unique,
unique the form and veins of my skin,
unique the smallest play of leaves in my
branches and the smallest scar on my
bark. I was made to form and reveal the
eternal in my smallest special detail....
― Herman Hesse, Trees, Reﬂections
and Poems
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Thank you!
Happy Holidays!

